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FROM COMMUNICATIONS

ENGINEERING TO

COMMUNICATIONS SCIENCE

Cybernetics and information theory in the United

States, France, and the Soviet Union

David Mindell1 , Jerome SegaP, andSlava Gerovitch3

Technical content and national context

When it appeared in 1953, the Russian translation of the "Mathematical

Theory of Communication" hardly read like the same text written in English

by Claude Shannon a few years before .4 Purged of any trace of man -machine

analogies, the translation portrayed communications engineering as an ideolog

ically neutral technical field. The Russian editor replaced Shannon's original

title with the Russian, "The Statistical Theory of Electrical Signal

Transmission," and he rid the work of the words "information," "communica

tion," and "mathematical" entirely, put "entropy" in quotation marks, and

substituted "data" for "information" throughout the text. The editor assured

the reader (and the censor) that Shannon's concept of "entropy" had nothing

to do with physical entropy and was called such only on the basis of "purely

superficial similarity of mathematical formulae.P Thus the editor carefully

avoided the anthropomorphic connotations of the words "information" and

"communication" and at the same time distanced the use of the term "entropy"

in the text from its controversial discussions in physics and biology. Trying to

avoid any reference to the links between information theory and linguistics,

the cautious editor even removed the entire third section of Shannon's paper,

the one dealing with the statistical analysis of natural language . The editor

drew a sharp line between what he called ideologically deficient, pseudo-scien

tific attempts to "transfer the rules of radio communication to biological and

psychological phenomena" and the practically useful, firmly scientific statis

tical theory of electrical signal transmission.P His discursive strategy was

simple: to portray information theory as a purely technical tool with no

connection to the ideology-laden biological and social sciences. The transla-
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tion typified Soviet communications engineers' attempts to remove ideology

from their work to place emphasis on technical applications of information

theory rather than its potential conceptual innovations.

This translation of Shannon's work occurred at the time of the Soviet anti

cybernetics campaign, about which more will be said later in this paper. Taken

on its own, however, the episode points to the charged relationship of informa

tion theory, and its Cold War cousin, cybernetics, to ideology and the social

sciences in the cultural and political worlds of the 1940s and 1950s. In both

cases, highly technical theories put forward by mathematicians acquired ideo

logical baggage which some took up with enthusiasm and others vehemently

rejected. In both cases, claims were made for the broader significance of the

work outside the technical realms in which they originated, although the

authors participated in this process to differing degrees. Norbert Wiener explic

itly expanded his theory of prediction and smoothing to a universal science, an

extrapolation Claude Shannon always resisted for his information theory.

French scientists took up cybernetics and information theory, at least in part,

because of their perceived ideological implications. In contrast, Shannon's

Russian editors clearly thought they could distinguish between the political and

cultural implications of information theory and the raw, technical content

which concerned transmission of signals through noisy channels.

A cross-national comparison of the generation and reception of the two new

sciences reveals how they acquired, shaped, and were formed by the cultures in

which they were embedded. In the United States, information theory and

cybernetics emerged out of highly technical, but also irreducibly social, military

problems presented by the Second World War. In his post-war Cybernetics,

Norbert Wiener attempted to abstract his mathematics out of the technical

culture which gave birth to it and simultaneously to extend its reach beyond

technology into biology, economics, and social systems. Claude Shannon, with

a less ambitious but more analytically specific theory, made more modest claims

but with equally broad implications: his theory of entropy and channel capacity

could model not only technical communications but also human language, and

hence a broad array of human activities. In France, commentators and scientists

variously saw these new American sciences as bourgeois conjecture, full of

mythology and mystification, or as exciting meta-theories capable of uniting

diverse disciplines. Similarly, in Russia, an early anti-cybernetics campaign saw

Shannon and Wiener's work as embodiments of idealist, reactionary, American

pseudoscience. After Stalin's death, however, Russian scientists made a

complete reversal of their attitude toward the two new sciences. They extracted

from information theory "natural laws" of information processing and made

cybernetic feedback the foundation of a dialectical description of language and

society. Following initial skepticism and discussion, cybernetics was institution

alized in Europe in a way it never was in the United States.

In the pages that follow, we examine the conception of information theory

and cybernetics in the United States and their relationship to the technical
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cultures within which Shannon and Wien er worked. Then we move on to th eir

recepti on in France, and how ensuing debates shaped significa nt French contri

but ions to th e informat ion sciences. Similarly, in Russia we trace how an initia l

ideological host ility transformed into grudging acceptance and then to tal

embrace . As with any such story, th e choice of origins is somewhat arbitrary, as

both Sha nnon and Wien er had importan t influences from France, Russia, and

elsewhere , but th e two formed sign ificant nodes in ongo ing intern at ional

networks of mathemat ics. In th e interests of ana lytical simplicity and brevity,

we do allow some slippage bet ween information theory and cyberne tics, as did

the acto rs under study, th ough th e relati onship between th em is worthy of a

study in its own right.

In all th ese debates, and indeed in th e subsequent h istory, the essence of

cyberne tics and information th eory prove hard to pin down . Were they embodi

ments of an American , overarching mili tary-industrial mindset , or new sciences

of everyth ing? The intellectu al equiv alents of the Marshall Plan , or useful new

descriptions of electrical signa ls? Did Shannon and Wien er represent the

antecedents of computer science, or an updated expression of Taylorist indu s

trial rationality? Inform ation th eory and cybernetics were, perh aps, all of th ese

th ings and none of them. Their very malleabil ity makes a cross-na t iona l

comparison worthwhile, as it highlights the difficulty of culling discrete poli t

ical messages from mathematics, and also th e difficulty of harvest ing a pure ,

apolitical mathemat ics from its h istorical soil.

The origins of cybernetics: expanding control

Norbert Wiener, in his 1948 book Cybernetics: or Control and Communication in

the Animal and the Machine, art iculated the marriage of communication and

control for a generation of enginee rs, systems th eorists, and technical enthusi

asts of varied stripes. Wien er declared the merger occurred instantly, obviously

and complete ly in th e course of his work on anti-aircra ft prediction devices. "I

think th at I can claim credit," Wiener wrote in his memoir, " .. .for transferring

the whole th eory of th e servomecha nism bodily to communica t ion engi

neering.t' I Recently, historians have revisited th is account, exp loring the genesis

of Wiener's project, its roots in his earlier work , and its sho rt- term failure and

profound long-term effects. But th ese views center on Wiener: th e academic,

th e inte llectual, and th e mathematician ; they tend not to address h is connec

tion to a broader technical culture.f

Indeed we have little h istor ical understanding of cyberne t ics in relati on to

enginee ring practice in control, computing, electronics, and commun icat ions.

Some th ings were genuinely new about the human/machine relati onsh ip art icu

lated by cybernetics, others were derived from existing ideas in enginee ring.

Wiener 's cybernetics emerged from th e world of automation, military command,

and computing during and after th e Second World War. Wien er's own work on

control systems dur ing th e war existed within a set of projec ts and a technical
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agenda which aimed to automate human performance in battle through a tight

coupling of people and machines. Indeed before Wiener's cybernetics,

American technology was already suffused with what would later be called

"cybernetic" ideas. Several strong pre-war traditions of feedback mechanisms 

including regulators and governors, industrial process controls, military control

systems, feedback electronics, and a nascent academic discipline of control

theory - suggests a broader and more gradual convergence of communications

and control than the strict "Wienerian" account." Servo engineers turned to

techniques common in the telephone network to characterize the behavior of

powerful feedback devices . Radar engineers adapted communications theory to

deal with noise in tracking. Human operators were always necessary but prob

lematic components of automatic control systems. Military technologists had

wrestled with the notion of prediction since at least the tum of the century.

These were but a few of the features of the technological terrain onto which

Norbert Wiener stepped in 1940 when he began working on control systems.

Yet Wiener eventually presented cybernetics as a specifically scientific discourse

of communication and control, distinct from its practitioners. Like Shannon's

Russian translator, Wiener attempted to divorce the content of his work from

its social soil, and to embed it in a different tradition.

The NDRC and the fire control problem

In 1940 Vannevar Bush formed the National Defense Research Committee (or

NDRC), to bring university and industrial research to bear on military prob

lems. Led by Warren Weaver, then also head of the Natural Sciences Division

of the Rockefeller Foundation, the NDRC established a committee, called

section D-2, responsible for control systems. Under this committee, control

engineers developed the technology, indeed the practical philosophy, that

Wiener would articulate so effectively in his postwar writing on cybernetics.

During the war, much of that philosophy coalesced around difficult problems of

antiaircraft fire control. Using artillery to hit fast-moving airplanes pressed to

the limits the engineering knowledge of dynamic performance, mathematical

precision, corrupted data, and the human operator. Research in data smoothing

and prediction - two key elements of fire control - began to formalize an engi

neering approach based on abstracting the physical world and manipulating it

as electrical signals, the basis of later strategies of computing and information

processing. Engineering practice evolved in parallel with this theoretical work,

and sometimes preceded it.

Weaver's control systems committee brought institutional pressure to bear on

communications and control; it placed dual emphasis on Bell Labs, temple of

communications, and MIT, which had a strong program in feedback control and

servomechanisms (a servomechanism, or servo, is an electric or hydraulic motor

that, with the addition of a feedback loop, is able to precisely hold and control

its position). During the war, the NDRC control systems committee funded
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eighty research contracts in feedback theory, devices, and computing, totaling

about $10 million at Bell Labs, MIT, and a number of other academic and

industr ial laboratories. Ne arly every American computer pioneer (Atanas off,

Eckert & Mauchly, Shannon, Stibitz) of the time worked on at least one of

these contracts during the war. Two of the eighty projects funded Norbert

Wiener at MIT. 1O

Wiener had studied electric al networks during the 1930s, and in 1940 he

proposed to apply network the ory to servo engineering. This work had already

been done by Henrik Bode at Bell Labs, however, so in late 1940 th e NDRC

asked Wiener to bring his kn owledge of networks to predi ction in fire control.

This tr icky problem required anticipating the future position of a target aircraft

so an an tiai rcraft gun could lead the target and hit it with a shell, after some

finite delay of th e shell's time of flight (as much as one minute for high-flying

aircraft) . Wiener simulated a prediction network on MIT's ca lculat ing machine,

the Differential Analyzer, and showed encouraging result s. On December 1,

1940 the NDRC let a contract to MIT for "General Mathematical Theory of

Prediction and Application s." For the contract, Wiener and h is assistant, engi

neer Julian Bigelow, would devise a the ory to follow a given curve, chosen to

repre sent th e path of an airplane , and est imate th e value of th at curve at some

time in the future . During early 1941 the two designed and built a machine to

simulate th eir ideas on predi ction .I I

Wiener and Bigelow quickly ran int o a stability problem. Wiener's network

was highly sensitive, even unstable, in the presence of high frequency noise .12

This was a cousin of the stability problem facing othe r engineering disciplines

which dealt with feedback loops - transient inputs caused oscillat ions. Wiener

quickly realized the problem was fundamenta l, "in the order of th ings," (he

compared it to Hei senberg's uncertainty principle) and th at he would need a

new app roach. He and Bigelow now turned to sta tist ics, designing a new

predictor based on "a statist ical analysis of th e correlation between the past

perform ance of a functi on of tim e and its present and futur e performance." The

new network continually updated its own pred iction as time passed and it

compared the target 's flight path with previous guesses. A feedback network

converged on guesses which minimized this error.13 In modern terms, this

device might be described as a one-dimensiona l neural network , wh ich learned

about th e world as it gathered new dat a.

Through the remainder of 1941, Wiener worked out in detail the theory

behind his sta t ist ical approach, scribbling on a blackb oard as Bigelow took

notes. Warren Weaver agreed th at Wiener's th eory could produce an opt imal

predictor, and let ano ther NDRC contract for Wiener to write up his theoret 

ical results. l" The product of th at contract , Wiener's report, Extrapolation,

Interpolation , ana Smoothing of Stationary Time Series, was publi shed by the

NDRC for restricted circulation in early 1942. Here Wiener explicitly brought

together sta tist ics and communicati ons th eory with engineering of high-power

syste ms:
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In that moment in which circuits of large power are used to transmit a

pattern or to control the time behavior of a machine, power engi

neering differs from communication engineering only in the energy

levels involved and in the particular apparatus used suitable for such

energy levels, but is not in fact a separate branch of engineering from

communications. IS

Building on his own work in harmonic analysis and operational calculus,

Wiener constructed a general theory of smoothing and predicting "time series":

any problem (including economic and policy questions) expressed as a discrete

series of data. While he gestured at electric power and servo design as well as

communications, Wiener did not explicitly address any previous work in feed

back theory.

Yet Wiener's work, however theoretically important, did not have immediate

applications. In late 1942, Weaver reported that for predicting actual recorded

target tracks, Wiener's "optimal" method proved only marginally more effective

than a far, far simpler design of Henrik Bode's. At its next meeting, the NDRC

decided to terminate Wiener's work; the project ended in January, 1943

(Bigelow left to join a statistical fire control group at Columbial.l?

Wiener's civilian elaboration

Disappointed by his failure to produce a practical device for the war effort,

Wiener plunged into elaborating on his work in a context separate from the

NDRC's concrete demands. Wiener had a long time interest in physiology, and

the previous spring he and collaborators physician Arturo Rosenblueth and

neurologist Walter Cannon had begun addressing physiological and neurolog

ical feedback. In the spring of 1942 Wiener's papers first mention the idea of the

human operator as a feedback element, an integral part of the system. He

discussed the "behaviorist" implications of his work in control, "the problem of

examining the behavior of an instrument from this [behaviorist] point of view is

fundamental in communication engineering.l'U This period, the last few

months of Wiener's NDRC program, marked the conception of his "cybernetic

vision," which would make him famous after the war. Wiener placed his under

standing of the servomechanical nature of the mechanisms of control and

communication in both humans and machines at the core of cybernetics, and

his program sought to extend that understanding to biological, physiological,

and social systems.

For Norbert Wiener, in the midst of the technological war, cybernetics

became a civilian enterprise. The cancellation of his NDRC contracts in 1943

put him outside the massive wartime research effort, with access to only civilian

resources. His 1943 paper, "Behavior, Purpose, and Teleology," written with

Rosenblueth and Bigelow, allied servomechanisms with the "behavioristic

approach" to organisms and classified behavior by level of prediction.IS The
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paper's philosophical tone and biological metaphors reflected the strictures of

secrecy surrounding Wiener's prior work and his new alliance with the life

sciences: topics and researchers which, like Wiener, were comparatively free of

the war effort. Later Wiener acknowledged the role fire control and prediction

played in his thinking, but beginning with "Behavior, Purpose, and Teleology,"

cybernetics recast military control in a civilian mold .

Most indicative of this alienation and reconstruction is Wiener's consistent

hesitation to acknowledge any of the multiple traditions of feedback in engi

neering which preceded him. In all his writing on cybernetics, he never cited

Elmer Sperry, Nicholas Minorsky, Harold Black, Harry Nyquist, Hendrik Bode,

or Harold Hazen: all published on the theory of feedback before 1940 (their

publications became standard citations); all were recognized as important to the

field; all speculated on the human role in automatic control; some even wrote

on the merger of communications and control and the epistemology of feed

back . But Wiener only rarely cited any servo theory later than Maxwell's 1867

paper "On Governors."19 The omissions are striking. Wiener must have been

aware of the work: he was closely involved in Vannevar Bush's research program

in the 1930s including Hazen's work on servos; he worked with MIT's

Servomechanisms Lab and its Radiation Laboratory during the war, and was in

touch with Hendrik Bode during the wartime work on predictors. Still he wrote,

"I think that I can claim credit for transferring the whole theory of the

servomechanism bodily to communication engineering." Wiener placed cyber

netics at the end of an intellectual, scientific trajectory, separate from the

traditions of technical practice from which it sprang . Wiener's chapter on

"Cybernetics in history," from The Human Use of Human Beings, refers only to

Leibniz, Pascal, Maxwell, and Gibbs as "ancestors" of the new discipline.

Wiener reacted to and built on an evolving understanding, pervasive among

engineers and psychologists involved with fire control in the 1940s, that the

boundary between humans and machines affected the performance of dynamic

systems and was a fruitful area of research. Unlike Wiener, however, NDRC

researchers remained bound by military secrecy at least until 1945 and busy

with contractual obligations (many remained so after the war). With no publi

cation restrictions and no time obligations to wartime research contracts,

Wiener could do and say as he pleased.

Wiener's reformulation had ideological implications, especially in light of his

own estrangement from military research. After Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

Wiener became critical of the American military's dominance of the country's

engineering efforts. In the early forties, he had been anything but a pacifist: he

suggested to the army filling antiaircraft shells with flammable gasses to burn

enemy planes from the sky; he pondered what types of forested areas and grain

crops were most susceptible to fire bombing.i? Still, the atomic bombs, and

perhaps his disappointing NDRC project, changed Wiener's attitude toward

military research. His primary substantive contact with what he later called "the

tragic insolence of the military mind," occurred under NDRC auspices and
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ended in Janu ary, 1943 .21 Though th e "Interpolat ion, Extrapolat ion .. ." paper

had significan t mili tary applicat ions, Wiener's Cybernetics sought primarily to

elabora te it as civilian ph ilosophy, rather than military engineering.

Wien er 's efforts to bring his model to broad communities of physiologists,

physicians, and socia l scientists are well documented .zz Through th e informal

"Teleo logical SOCiety," th e series of Macy Co nferences , and a growing identity

as a publi c intellectual, Wien er elevated his thinking on contro l and communi

cat ion to a moral ph ilosophy of technology, and enjoyed ent husiastic response.

Of thi s elevation of th e A .A. Predictor to the "symbol for th e new age of man,"

Ga lison argues th at Wiener enshrined an opposit iona l mili tary metaphor into

the civilian science of cybern eti cs and its descend ents.Z3 In light of Wiener's

wart ime work, however, the survival of the oppositiona l model was also iron ic,

as Wiener 's wartime experience suggests he formulated cyberne t ics also as a

specifically non-military, scientific endeavor.

Nor was Wiener's formul ati on th e only one to emerge from th e War with

broad implicat ions. In 1945, as th e NDRC closed down , it issued a series of

Summary Technical Reports. The volume on fire control contained a special

essay, "Data Smooth ing and Predict ion in Fire-Control Systems," by Richard B.

Blackman , Hendrik Bode, and C laude Shannon, wh ich formally integrated

communications and contro l and pointed toward genera lity in signal processing.

The autho rs treated fire contro l as "a specia l case of th e transmission , man ipula

tion , and utili zation of intelligence." They assessed control as a problem in

electrical commun icat ions, develop ing ana logs to the prediction problem,

"couched ent irely in electrical language." The authors, like Wiener, recogn ized

the broad applicability of their study, "The input data .. .are thought of as consti

tuting a series in t ime similar to weathe r records, stock market prices,

product ion stat istics, and the like." Acknowledgi ng th e importance of Wien er's

work, Blackman , Bode, and Shannon devoted significan t effort to summarizing

his sta tistica l approach . Ultimately th ey rejected it, however, due to problems

applying th e RMS error criterion to fire control, as well as its assumptions about

statistica l beh avior of hum an pilots. Instead, th e pape r formulated the problem

as one of communicat ions enginee ring, drawing heavily on Bode's work in feed

back contro l: "the re is an obvious ana logy betwe en th e problem of smoothing

th e data to elimina te or reduce th e effect of tracking errors and th e problem of

separat ing a signa l from interfering noise in communicat ions syste ms ."Z4 While

noting "this analogy... must of course not be carr ied too far," th e paper consid 

ered inputs and disturbanc es in fire control systems as signa ls in the frequency

domain , just like th ose in telephone commun ications.

At th e same time that Wien er was working th rough his ideas on cybernetics,

of course, C laude Shannon developed h is own th eory of communica tion, and

th e case forms something of a contrast to Wien er's expansive moves. Sha nnon

built on his own expe riences in fire control, computing, and cryptograp hy as

well as ideas from twenty years before at Bell Labs. In h is famous 1948 paper, "A

Math emat ical Theory of Communication," Sha nnon prov ided a measure of
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channel capacity, in bits per second, which describes the maximum amount of

inform ation possible to send down a given channel. He added a serious consid

eration of noise and a statistical approach to the problem. "Communication

theory is heavily indebted to Wiener for much of its basic philosophy and

theory," Shannon wrote, citing Wiener's NDRC report.2S Shannon's measure

leads to a theory of efficient coding, how to optimally translate a series of

"primary symbols," such as English text, into "secondary code" to be trans

mitted.,,26 As if to solidify the connect ion between Sh annon's theory and fire

control , Warren Weaver wrote a popular introduction and explicat ion of infor

mat ion theory, published with Shannon 's paper in a small book, in which

Weaver called for an expanded context for information th eory in a h ierarchy of

human act ivity.27 Yet while others built on Shannon 's work and applied it to

numerous other probl ems, including everything from biology to psychology and

art , Shannon himself did not make the expansive leaps th at Wiener did . In fact,

Shannon mocked th e "scientific bandwagon" which had grown up around infor

mation theory, and warn ed that "the basic results of the subject are aimed in a

very spec ific direction , a direction tha t is not nec essarily relevant to such fields

as psych ology, economics, and other social sciences."28

In light of the NDRC's research program in fire control , and, for tha t matter,

of decades of pre-war control engineering, Wiener 's syntheses of communica

tions and control, human and machine, art iculated broad converging patterns

as much as creat ed new ones . Cybernet ic ideas had as much to do with estab

lished and evolving engineering traditions as with any radically new military

mindset, Cybernetics, the book as well as the movem ent, articulated a vision of

changing human/machine analogies which resonated with a broad audience. Its

ramifications in the United States and abroad were significan t, if as much for

the ove rarch ing vision as for any concrete results. Its very malleability, however,

of the human/machine ana logy and its underlying mathematics, would both

undermine cybernetics and be a source of its power, especially as it moved into

internat ional en vironments. Wiener's own postwar politics would not be

enough to stabilize th e ideo logy of his formulation, for others, as th ey took up

cybernetics, had politics of their own.

Cybernetics and information theory in France

How, then, was cybernetics received outside the United States, as a military

tool, an ana lytical technique, and a ph ilosoph ical program? While cybernetics is

gene rally thought to have American origins, th e book itself was actually

publi shed in France. In th at country, information th eory was hailed as a new

gene ral discipline which included cyberne t ics. Through the first two congresses

dealing with cybernet ics, held in Paris in 1950 and 1951 , th e French adopted

and mod ified Wiener's work. Debates became acrimonious as th e French

Communist Party strongly engaged itself against cybernetics, wh ich it saw as a

"bourgeois" science. From the late 1950s onwards, a kind of normalizat ion of
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the field took place, which correlated both with the promotion of cybernetics in

popular science articles and books and with the institutionalization of cyber

netics research in Western Europe. This development also relied on the

contributions of a few scientists who took advantage of information theory to

fill the existing gap between physics, mathematics and engineering science .

In the spring of 1947, Wiener was invited to a congress on harmonic anal

ysis, held in Nancy, France and organized by the bourbakist mathematician,

Szolem Mandelbrojt (1899-1983) . During this stay in France, Wiener received

the offer to write a manuscript on the unifying character of this part of applied

mathematics, which is found in the study of Brownian motion and in telecom

munication engineering. The following summer, back in the United States,

Wiener decided to introduce the neologism "cybernetics" (from the Greek,

meaning the man at the wheel or rudder) into his scientific theory. Though the

word is found in the Gorgias by Plato, it also had a French usage, though Wiener

did not know that the French physicist Andre-Marie Ampere (1775-1836) had

already used it for his classification of the sciences to define "how the citizens

can enjoy a peaceful time".29

Wiener's book was published in English by Hermann Editions in Paris and by

M.LT. Press, in collaboration with John Wiley & Sons in New York. In an

introductory chapter about this "explosive science," Pierre De Latil reminds us

that M.LT. Press tried their best to prevent the publication of the book in

France, since Wiener, then professor at M.LT., was bound to them by contract.

As a representative of Hermann Editions, M. Freymann managed to find a

compromise and the French publisher won the rights to the book.3o This

became financially significant since after three reprints in six months, the book

had sold 21,000 copies. A journalist at Business Week compared it with the

Kinsey Report, also published in 1948, about the sexual behavior of American

people : "In one respect Wiener's book resembles the Kinsey report; the publica

tion reaction to it is at least as significant as the content of the book itself."3!

The French press reacted enthusiastically. On December 28, 1948 in the

newspaper Le Monde, a whole page was dedicated to "A new science:

Cybernetics" with the subtitle "Towards a governing machine... " The author,

Dominique Dubarle, stuck close to the myth of the robot, predicting that man

would be replaced by mach ine even for the functions which require man's intel

ligence. Far from the technical questions linked to servomechanisms, this

perspective was clearly driven by a kind of techno-optimism. New kinds of

machines were mentioned: "prediction machines" (like air defense systems),

"sensitive machines" (so the blind people could "see" again), and "sorting

machines". It is noteworthy that Dubarle identified the key common point of

these machines, the capacity to treat information, newly defined according to

the scientific context introduced by Wiener and especially developed by Claude

E. Shannon in his mathematical theory of communication. "Let's say that those

machines are designed to collect and elaborate information in order to produce

results which can lead to decisions as well as to knowledge." This was how
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Dubarle ended his review, reflecting on "a un ique gove rnment for th e planet"

which could as a new "poli tical Leviathan ," "supply the present obvious inade

quacy of the brain when th e latter is concerned with the customary machinery

of politics."

This art icle in Le Monde was the impetus for a series of articles in the main

intellectual journals like Esprit and La Nouvelle revue ｦｲ｡ｮｾ｡ｩｳ ･ Ｎ We again find

Dubarle, in 1950, defending an indet erminist conception of science , necessary

for h im in order to in troduce th e scientific noti on of informatio n.V This

philosoph ical debate turned out to be crucial in 1953, whe n th e famous French

ph ysicist , Louis de Broglie, commenting on th e theories of quantum physics

adopted this same posi tio n (see below). During th is lapse of two years, between

1948 and 1950 , Louis de Broglie had already been con fronted with cybe rnetics.

A "Circle of Cyberne t ical Studies" (Cerc!e d'Etudes Cybemetiques) had been

creat ed and de Broglie was the Honorary President of this first associat ion with

the word "cybernetics" in its name.33 Vallee, Scotto di Vettimo and Talbotier

decided as early as 1949 to gathe r in terested readers of Wiener 's book.34

Whereas man y people read and discussed Wi ener's book, few scientists were in

touch with A mericans invo lved in th is field. For insta nce , th e physic ist Leon

Brillouin (1889-1 969) , who had lived in New York since 1941, tried to orga

ni ze visits from French officia ls to take adva n tage of th e latest developments

relat ed to cornputers.P J. Peres, director of th e lnst itut Blaise Pascal in Par is

(crea ted in 1946), went with L. Couffigna l to th e United States, but

Couffigna l, th en in cha rge of th e construc tio n of the first French computer,

preferred advocat ing a differen t "French" concept ion and decided to igno re the

American accomplishments related to the construc t ion of the first computers.

This turne d out to be an importan t error and th e notorious French delay in

computing find s an explana tion in th e fact th at so much credit had been

accorded to Couffigna l.

French political context

Still, th e fact th at Couffigna l decided to ignore U.S. research has to be under

stood in the French context of this time. In 1947 , Franc e was marked by

political instability. In the November 1946 legislati ve elect ion, th e French

Communist Party came first , with nearly a third of th e votes, but in May 1947,

the Commun ist ministers were dismissed by th e President Ramadier who

followed Truman's appea l from March 15th to all Western countries to exclude

all communist forces from governments . French people still had to live with

rat ioning, and by th e end of A ugust 1947 , th e dai ly bread value per inha bitant

went under the 200g level. Strikes in October and November led to th e resigna

tion of the Ramadier cabinet.

These strikes affected th e recept ion of cybernetics in France. A t th e

Conservatoire Nat ion ale des A rts et Met iers (CN.A .M.) , a series of five publi c

lectures had been anno unced, dealing with servomecha nisms. In his in troduc-
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tory remarks, Albert Metral (1902-62) advocated the "French technology"

which could in his view could easily compete with the "science and techniques

from abroad." The participants were mostly scientists who also worked with the

military, especially from the engineering sciences or telecommunicat ion

research. Trained in mechani cs, Metral praised the French "grey matter poten

tial." This kind of scientific nation al ism was indeed associated with a vague

anti-Americani sm, as in some of th e public declarations made at th is time by

General de Gaulle.36 One of the lectures organized in Paris in the last week of

October 1947 had to be cancelled because of the strikes.37 The genera l climate

of opin ion at this time was somewha t hostile to American culture and science,

and this was only the beginning of the Cold War era. France was really

"between the East and the West," which was made clear whenever the Marshall

Plan or the status of Germany were discussed .38

This political context, then, set the stage for cybernetics, viewed as an

American theory, to be introduced in France. In 1950, th e French mathemati

cian G .-Th. Guilbaud in his article entitled, "Cyb ernetical Divagations,"

criticized the use of a "fashion able name" and wondered if, in the development

of cybernetics, there were not some "improper associations," "fuzzy meaning"

and consti tution of "myths." Nevertheless, he recall ed th at cybernetics was born

out of a desire for unification and th at , as such, it was worthy of con siderati on. V

This idea of unification provid ed the impetus for the first scien tific con gresses

on cyberne tics.

D iscussions at the first French congresses

The first two congresses dealing with cybernet ics or informat ion th eory gath

ered scientists from different backgrounds with different goals.t''

Mathematicians, for instance, were not much in terested in th e very general

consideratio ns contained in C ybernetics, while some engineers, who in France

were somewha t despised by the intellectual elite, were intrigued by th is book, in

which they saw as a possibility of gain ing social recognition . Generally, these

con gresses allowed a first t imid institutionalization of cybernet ics.

Instead of a congress, between April and May 1950 Louis de Broglie orga

nized a series of lectures. The general title was "Cybernetics," with the subtitle,

"Signal and Information Theory."41 Dennis Gabor was th e only scientist from

abroad who insisted, like Louis de Broglie, on bringing cybernetics into the

physical sciences to avoid it becoming a part of mathematics. Studies on

Brownian motion, for instance, were considered helpful for telecommunicati on

engine ers. Engineers involved in this field generally accepted this suggestion ,

and Julien Loeb , from the Nat ional Center for the Study of

Telecommunications (C.N.E.T.), who also had presented a paper at the

C.N.A.M. in 1947, recalled th at "If sciences like biology, socio logy etc. sho uld

benefit from the theoretical works exposed in th ese series of lectures, the

telecommunicati on techniques th emselves should also profit ."42
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It was only after these lectures that information theory was progressively

recognized as an autonomous scientific discipline . Andre Blanc-Lapierre, a

trained physicist who decided to work on noise effects, remembers that prior to

this lecture series, his colleagues found his work too impregnated with mathe

matics and that in the mathematics community, he was criticized for not having

thoroughly studied probability theory.43

Cybernetics appeared again one year later in a congress titled "computing

machines and human thought," held in Paris in January 1951. This congress was

aimed at a larger public; as we can read in a report written by Paul Chauchard,

it was "the first manifestation in France of the young cybernetics, with the

participation ofN. Wiener, the father of this science."44 The anti-Americanism

expressed at the end of the 1940s had almost vanished. The Marshall Plan had

been accepted, two countries had been created in Germany and France was now

clearly on the Western side.45 For this congress, sponsored by the Rockefeller

Foundation, a number of foreigners were invited, including Howard Aiken,

Warren McCulloch, Maurice Wilkes, Grey Walter, Donald MacKay and Ross

Ashby, along with Wiener who was staying in Paris for a couple of months at

the College de France. It is no surprise that the two French scientists who orga

nized the conference were the two who had visited the U.S. laboratories,

Couffignal and Peres.

Three hundred people attended the congress where fourteen machines from

six different countries were demonstrated, including a mechanical chess player

by Torres y Quevedo and the famous "Turtle" conceived by Grey Walter, two

machines specially designed to imitate human behavior. Studying the thirty

eight presented papers and the script of the reported discussions, one can make

two points. First, whereas in France the mathematicians seemed to dominate

research related to computing machines, one finds physicists in the same posi

tion in the U.K. Secondly, information theory already played an important role

in the development of the analogy between the human brain and computing

machines. McCulloch for instance suggested that the nervous system makes use

of "logarithmic processes," which are also utilized by telecommunications engi

neers . So, at the end of these two conferences, there was already a kind of

"French cybernetics," which had been recognized in the scientific establish

ment. In 1952, a first assessment of American cybernetics was made by Louis de

Broglie, who also attended this congress. He estimated that overall, cybernetics

had not been as innovative as it could have been and that in fact, servomecha

nism theory had already been established as an independent discipline without

it.46 This was the time when cybernetics became the focal point of an impor

tant ideological debate.

Ideological attack from the French Communist Party

Since the outbreak of the Cold War, philosophy of science had developed into a

major ideological battlefield, and cybernetics quickly became the subject of several
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lively discussions. Already in May 1948, before the publication of Cybernetics,

jacques Bergier had written an article on "an ongoing new revolution even more

important than that of the atomic age," the general theory of automata. His posi

tion was ambiguous: on the one hand he expressed h is enthusiasm, and on the

other, he feared that "robots will take the place of workers."47 He referred mostly to

Soviet science, and, as in the American case, his two reference fields which led to

a general theory were automatic exchange systems and anti-aircraft technology.

One year later, in the same weekly, jean Cab rerets attacked cvbemettcs.t''

Referring to the project of a French computing machi ne that Co uffigna l had

begun to conceive , Cabrerets proudly announced that "the un iversal French

mach ines have chosen intelligence" and will soon "eclipse those [American]

electronic brains like the Eniac." His comments on the visit that Brillouin orga

nized for Co uffigna l were typical of the period: "It is to us sign ificant that these

new 'electron ic brains' were born after and not before the visit th at Brillouin

and Co uffigna l made last year to the universities of Harvard and Phil adelphia."

To und erstand these vehement attacks against American science, one has to

consider the action of the Kominform , created in September 1947, and th e

evo lution of the Soviet positions (see the section on Soviet cyberne tics below) .

The anti-cybernetics campaign in France culminated with an art icle by Andre

Len tin, in the official monthly journa l of the communist party, La Pensee (The

Thought ). Lentin wrote on "Cybernetics: Real Problems and Mystificat ions'U ''

In an inte rview, Lentin remembers tha t he was annoyed at the beginning of

the 1950s because "bad scientists" used cyberne tics' popularity to publ ish and

Wiener's book was used in almost all disciplines as a kind of panacea.so In his

article, he directed the reader to the proceedings of the 1947 conferences held

at the C N .A.M. to und erstand a real general theory of servomechanisms. He

tried to show tha t wha t Wiener did was more or less merely commentary on

james Watt 's work on the governor of a steam engine (wh ich is, of course, a

ridiculous claim) . Cyberne tics was simply described as a "gigantic enterprise of

mystificat ion." The only int erest Len t in saw in Wiener's theory was the descrip

tion of negat ive feedback which showed for him a "clea r and conscious

expression of the dia lectic laws." Apart from th is point , he believed that cyber

netic s should be rejected because it is a legitimat izat ion of three dangerous

bourgeois ideologies: Taylorism, robots without class consciousness instead of

workers; idealism, int erpreting a formal anal ogy between information and

entropy as an identity; and, above all, capitalist econo my, if one thinks of such

feedback laws as "offer and demand determine the ma rket.P !

French contributions to information theory

Apart from these ideological critics, the mid- 1950s were also marked by French

contributions to th e development of information theory. Brillouin, a central

figure for the exchanges he organ ized between France and the United States,

was also one of the first promoters of informat ion theory in physics. His first
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publicati on on th is theme, which emphasized the analogy between entropy and

information as defined by Shannon in order to explain paradox like that of the

Maxwell's Demon, dates from 1949.52 A few years later he managed to rewrite

most of the chapters of physics using information theory. The corresponding

book became known worldwide as a milestone in the development of informa

tion theory.53 With his involvement in information theory, Brillouin managed

to fill th e gap between h is int erests for enginee ring science (for instance, he

contributed during the war to the development of magnet ron ) and h is general

conceptions of physics.

In mathematics, two names are partic ularly significant and information

theory was again at the crossing between differen t inte rests. Benoit Mandelbrot

(born in 1924), who proofread with Walter Pitts Wiener's manuscript for

Cybernetics, made for his Ph.D. in mathematics a clear connec tion between

game theory and information theory.54 He showed, for instance, that both ther

modynamics and sta tistical structures of language can be explained as results of

minimax games between "nature" and "emitter." He also made the connection

between the definitions of information given by the British statist ician Ronald

A. Fisher in the 1920s, by the physicist Dennis Gabor in 1946 (he was born in

1900 in Budapest but exiled in Great Britain since 1934 ) and the already well

known definition proposed by Shannon.

Beyond a mathemat ical generalization of all these defin itions, one finds also

an important developmen t of the un ifying character of informat ion theory.

This is a note worth y aspect of ano the r Ph.D. written by Marcel-Paul

Schutzenberger (1920-96) and also published in 1953.55 As early as 1951,

preparing th is work, Schutzenberger had showed th at a generalized informati on

th eory could be used as well for th e ana lysis of electr ical circuits as for th e

determination of limina l sensibility values in drug design or for botan ic

taxonomy.56

These French contributions to information theory quickly found recognition

in the United States more than in their own country. From 1952 to 1954, for

instance, Mandelbrot was at M.LT. and then at the Institute of Advanced

Studies in Princeton , and it is emblematic that when a new journal was founded

on information theory, Information and Control, in 1958, Brillouin was one the

three editors (with the British Colin Cherry and the American Peter Elias), and

among the scientists of editorial board, one finds L. Couffigna l and B.

Mand elbrot next to Shannon and Wiener.57

A French consensus regarding the place of cybernetics

After Stalin's death in May 1953, the genera l strike that took place in France in

August and the election of Rene Coty in Decembe r, a period of normaliza tion

set in. This was profoundly marked for the cybernetics field by the populariza

tion of Wiener's theory with a European reappropriat ion and the beginn ing,

even in the 1950s, of the institutionalization of cybernetics research.
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A few journalists decided to write books recasting th e work of Wiener and all

the American scientists who had parti cipated in th e birth of cybernetics in a

wider (Fren ch !) tradition beginning with Ampere and including for instance,

th e work of Lafitte presented in his Thoughts on the Science of Machines,

published in 1932.58 The main books, assuring a large audience for cybernetics,

were written by th e journalists Pierre de Lati l, Albert Ducrocq in France and

also by the mathemat ician Vitold Belevitch in Belgium.59 With th is new rebuilt

history of cybernetics, th e aim was to present an alterna t ive to th e Anglo-Saxon

empirici sm which gave significant importan ce to simulations. For the French, a

few realizations are inde ed shown as examples, but the "as if" does not become

an "is" like in America. Presenting the latest work on machine languages,

Belevitch showed the und erestimated difficulties related to th e understanding

of language. General enthusiasm had given place to moderate assessment.

At the same time , the institutionalization of cybernetics took place along a

French - Belgian axis.60 The Internat ional Association for cybernetics was

created in Namur, and it is in this Belgian city that intern ational conferences

are regularly held, the first one in 1956 and the most recent in 1998. In France,

cybern et ics helped to reshape th e boundaries between mathemat ics, physics and

engineering, making th em more permeable . After identifying th e ideological

load of cyberne tics and using it in th e debates of th e nati onal contex t, cyber

net ics was regarded as a pool of new ideas to promote interdisciplinarity.

The Second Intern at ional Congress on Cyberne tics in Namur in September

1958 was att ended by a small "reconnaissance mission" (three delegates) from

th e Soviet Academy of Science s. Upon their return, th e delegates complained

in thei r report th at "the small size of the Ac ademy of Scie nces de legation does

not correspond to th e scale of our country and to th e tasks put before Sov iet

science in the field of cvberne tics.P! In subsequent years, however, Soviet dele

gat ions remained small and low-profile. In 1960, Communist Party bureaucrats

reject ed a proposal for th e Soviet Academy Council on Cyberne tics to join th e

Internat ional Associat ion for Cvbemetics.v' As in th e French case, th e history

of Sov iet cyberne tics was marred by a controv ersy.

Cybernetics and information theory in the Soviet Union

The evolution of Soviet attitudes toward cybernetics and information theory in

many ways paralleled the French story, but with stronger accents; the initial Soviet

reject ion of cybernetics was more decisive, while the later embrace of this field

proved more wide-spread and profound. In 1954, the Short Philosophical Dictionary 

a standard ideological reference - defined cybernet ics as a "reactionary pseudo

science," "an ideological weapon of imperialist react ion ."63 By the mid-1950s,

cybernetics was portrayed as an innocent victim of political oppression and "reha

bilitated," along with political prisoners of the Stalinist regime. In the early 1960s,

cyberne tics was canonized in a new Party Program and hailed as a "science of

communism." Soviet intellectuals of the Khrushche v era put cybernet ics forward as
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a project for radical reform, challenging the Stalinist legacy in science and society.

By the early 1970s, however, former cybernetics enthusiasts were left disillusioned,

while cybernetic discourse was appropriated by the polit ical establishment and

cybernetics turned into a tool for maintaining the existing order rather than

changing it.64

The anti-cybernetics campaign in the USSR

The early 1950s - the time when cybernetics and informat ion theory became

known to the Sov iet reader - was the wrong time to propagate in the Soviet

Union ideas originated in the West. That applied not only to political

doctrines, but to scientific the ories and engineering approaches as well. In the

Cold War wave of anti-American propaganda in the early 1950s, nearly a dozen

sharply critical articles appeared in Soviet academic journals and popular peri

odica ls, attacking cybernetics and information theory as products of American

imperialist ideology and totally ignoring Russian traditions in these fields.65

Soviet critics charged that Shannon 's theory of communicati on reduced the

human being to a "talking machine"66 and equated hum an speech with "just a

"flow" of purel y conditional, symbolic 'information,' which does not differ in

principle from digital data fed into a calculating machine."67 Wiener's formula,

"information is information, not matter or energy," provoked a philosophical

crit ique of the concept of information as a non-material entity.68 Repeating

Lenin's crit icism of some phil osophical interpretations of relati vity physics in

th e early twentieth century, Soviet authors castigated cyberneticians for

replacing materi al processes with "pure" mathematic al formulae and equat ions,

in which "matter itself disappears.,,69 Cybernetics was labeled a "pseudo-science

produced by science react ionaries and philosophizing ignor amuses, th e prisoners

of idealism and meraphvsics.Y''

The anti-cybernet ics campaign turned into a relentless war on words like

"information" and "entropy," which crossed the boundaries between the

animate and the inanimate . In his Cybernetics, Wiener attempted to bring

together Shannon's concept of entropy as a measure of uncertainty in commu

n icati on and Erwin Schrodinger's concept of negative entropy as a source of

order in living organisms. Wiener identified information with negative entropy

and aspired to create a common language for describing living organisms, self

regulating machines (for example, servomechanisms and computers), and

human society. The critics argued that such crossing of disciplinary boundaries

was illegitimate and accused cyberneticians of philosophical, ideological, and

eventually political errors. As in the French case, the Soviet crit ique of cyber

netics served a parti cular political agenda; it was inspired if not directly

commissioned by the Communist Part y and became part of a gene ral wave of

anti-A merican propagand a in th e context of the Cold War.71

Schrodinger's analysis of life within the framework of th e chromosome

theory became a prominent target in Trofirn Lysenko's crusade against genet ics.
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Lysenko, backed by high-ranking Soviet officials, attempted to discred it the use

of physical methods and conceptual apparatus in biology.72 In his 1940 dispute

with the leading Soviet specialist on probability theory, Andrei Kolmogorov,

Lysenko argued that "bio logical regularit ies do not resemble mathematical laws"

and equated the use of stat istics in support of gene tics with the submission to

"blind chance.'>73 Trying to protec t their polit ical and institut iona l domination

in Soviet biology, the Lysenkoites erected a phil osophical Ch inese wall between

biology, on the one side, and physics and mathemat ics, on the other. This posed

serious obstacles before informat ion theory and cybernet ics, which att empted to

breach th at wall.

Seeking to avoid polit ical complicat ions, Soviet mathematicians and engi

neers working in the field of control and communications kept their studies

stric tly technical and eschewed man/machine analogies. In the late 1930s and

early 1940s, Kolmogorov developed a prediction theory of sta tionary processes

similar to Wiener's, but did not make any attempt to extend its applications to

the life sciences or social sciences.l" Kolmogorov was also among the first math

ematicians to appreci ate the sign ificance of Shannon 's "Mathematical Theory

of Co mmunication .t'U Kolmogorov and his students developed a rigorous math

ematical foundation of information the ory, providing precise definitions and

met iculous proofs of major theorems. The 1953 Russian translation of

Shannon 's work unfortunately transformed the origina l nearly beyond recogni

tion; working under Sov iet ideological censorship and self-censorsh ip, a

caut ious edito r removed not only ideologically suspic ious passages, but also

Appendix 7, which seemed too abstract for a technical paper. As Kolmogorov

later discovered with great disappoi ntment, some of his important theoret ical

results had already been published by Shannon in the cut-out fragments.76

The rehabilitation of cybernetics and the new era

In March 1953, with the death of Stalin , the Soviet Union entered a new era.

The political "thaw" brought significant changes to all spheres of Soviet life,

including science and technology. The period of forced isolat ion of Sovie t science

and technology from its Western counterparts came to an end . The division into

"socialist" and "capitalist" science no longer held ; claims were made for the

universality of science across political borders. The Soviet leadership embarked

on a course of rapid assimilation of modem Western scientific and technological

advances. In March 1955, a special governmenta l committee prepared a classified

report , "On the State of Radioelectronics in the USSR and Abro ad and Measures

Nec essary for Its Further Development in the USSR." This report emphasized the

Soviet lag in communications engineering, cont rol engineering, and computing

and blamed it on the anti-cyberne tics campaign: "As a result of irresponsible alle

gations by incompetent journalists, the word 'cyberne tics' became odious and

cybernetic literature was banned, even for specialists, and th is has undoubtedly

damaged the development of informat ion theory, electron ic calculating mach ines,
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and systems of automatic control."n In October 1955, the Academy of Sciences,

the State Committee on New Technology, and the Ministry of Higher Education

submitted to the Party Central Committee a top secret report, "The Most

Important Tasks in the Development of Science in the Sixth Five-Year Plan ,"

which, in particul ar, called for a significant expansion of studies in the theory of

probabilities, including information theory. "It is imperative," the report stressed,

"to achieve a radical improvement in the application of probability theory and

mathematical stat istics to various problems of biology, technology, and

economics. The void existing here must be filled."78

As a sign of recognition of the importance of information theory for the

nat ional defense, the Soviet autho rities became concerned with potential leaks of

Soviet results in this field to the West. In August 1955, when Kolmogorov was

invited to Stockholm to give a series of lectures on the theory of probabilities, the

Party Central Committee allowed him to go only under the condition th at he

would not lecture on informati on theory. The head of the Science Department of

the Central Committee argued that "certain aspects of information theory, if

developed further, may become very important for secret work.,,79 Ironically, as

soon as ideological obstacles to the development of information theory were

removed, the policy of military secrecy imposed new, even more severe restric

tions on this field.

In August 1955, in a drastic reversal of the earl ier phil osophical critique, the

journal Problems of Philosophy published the first Soviet article speaking posi

tively about cybernetics and non-technical applications of information theory,

autho red by three specialists in military computing: Aleksei Liapunov, a noted

mathematician and the creator of the first Soviet programming language;

Anatolii Kirov, an organizer of the first military computing centers; and Serge i

Sobolev, th e deputy head of the Soviet nuclear weapons program in ch arge of

the mathematical support . They presented cybernetics as a general "doctrine of

information," of which Shannon's theory of communication was but one part.

"Cyberne tics," they wrote, "combines common elements from diverse fields of

science: th e theory of communicati on , th e theory of filters and anticipat ion, the

theory of tracking systems, the theory of automatic regulat ion with feedback,

the th eory of electronic calcul ating machines, physiology, and so on .

Cybernetics treats various subjects of these sciences from a single point of view

- as systems that are processing and transmitting information."80 The three

authors interpreted th e notion of information very broadly, defining it as "all

sorts of external data, which can be received and transmitted by a system, as

well as the data th at can be produced within the system.,,81 Under the rubric of

"information" fell any environmental influence on living organisms, any knowl

edge acqu ired by man in th e process of learning, any signa ls received by a

control device via feedback , and any data processed by a computer.

Treating information the ory as an "exact science," Soviet specia lists saw its

mission in bringing rigor into disciplines deeply corrupted by ideological and

polit ical pressures. Kolmogorov insisted th at now, with the advent of cyber-
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net ics and information th eory, "it is impossible to use vague phrases and present

them as being 'laws,' something th at unfortunately people work ing in the

humanities tend to do.,,82 "T he laws of existence and transformat ion of infor

mat ion are object ive and accessible for study," wrote th e mathemati cian Igor '

Poletaev, th e autho r of Signal, th e first Soviet book on cyberne tics . "T he

determina tion of these laws, their precise descript ion , and th e use of informa

t ion-processing algorithms, especia lly control algorithms, together const itute

th e content of cyberne tics."83 Soviet cybernet ics transcended th e domain of

enginee ring and fash ioned itself as a science, a systematic study of the laws of

nature. The "nature" th at cybernetics studied, however, was of a spec ial kind: it

was an "objective" world constituted by inform at ion excha nges and control

processes.

Liapunov and his colleagues soon put forward an ambit ious project for the

comprehensive "cybemeti zation" of Sov iet science. Lecturing in diverse scien

tific, engineering, and public audiences, Liapun ov carried with him a huge

human -size table, whose rows represented twelve methods of cyberne tic ana lysis

(determining information exchanges, deciphering informat ion code, determining

th e funct ions and elements of the control system, erc.) each of which was

applied to eigh t fields of study (economics, computer science, hardware design ,

production control, linguistics, genetics, evolut ionary biology, and neurophysi

ology), represented by columns.P" Biologists and linguists, physiologists and

economists, computer programmers and enginee rs all found a place for them

selves in th is grand design. In 1956-7, Liapunov and his associates delivered over

one hundred lectures on cybern etics in various academic institu tions. Soviet

cyberne tics spread over a wide range of disciplines and became a large-scale

social movement among Soviet scientists and engineers.

In April 1959, th e Academy of Sciences created the Counc il on Cybernetics

to coordina te all Soviet cybernetic research , including mathemat ical and engi

neering aspects of information th eory. The Ac ademy also established th e

Laboratory for the Systems of Information Transmission, later transformed into

th e Institute for the Problems of Information Transmission , which became the

leading Soviet research cent er in communicat ions engineering.8S Institutionally

and conceptually, Soviet communicati ons engineering was brought under th e

roof of cybernetics; th e Laboratory director Aleksandr Kharkevich became

deputy cha irman of th e Cybernet ics Council.

Soviet cybernetics as a trading zone

Soviet cybernetics served as a "trading zone," in which information theory

concepts could transcend the boundaries of communicat ions engineering and

spread into th e life sciences and the social sciences.86 Bringing genetics under

th e cybernetic umbrella, in particular, served an important purpose: to protect

Soviet geneticists from Lysenkoites' attacks. "A 'uni t of hereditary informat ion'

sounded less anti -Lysenkoist th an a 'gene;" recall ed gene ticist Raisa Berg.8?
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Soviet genetics found an institutional niche among the communication

sciences, the domain of math emat icians and engineers, where the Lysenkoites

could not reach. Mathemat icians Liapunov and Sobolev declared: "A livin g

organism develops out of certain embryonic cells in which somewhere lies infor

mat ion received from the parental organisms. This is not physics; thi s is not

ph ysiology; th is is the science of the transm ission of information."88 They

argued that since Lysenko could not prove the flow of hereditary information

from an organism as a whole to its embryonic cells, his claim of the inheritance

of acquired traits must be false. On the othe r hand , they asserted the valid ity of

classical gene tics on the basis of its "full agreement with the ideas advanced in

cybernetics.,,89 The promin ent evolutionary biologist Ivan Shmal'gausen , one of

the main target s of Lysenko's 1948 speech , defend ed h is theory of stabilizing

selecti on by "translating Darwin's the ory into the language of cybernetics.,,90

The Council on Cybernetics provided support for persecuted biologists; the

series Problems of Cybernetics, edited by Liapunov, regularly published art icles on

gene tics, which could not appear in the biological journals, contro lled by the

Lysenkoites.

In the field of linguistics, a crucial mediating role was played by the promi

nent Russian emigre linguist Roman [akobson, who since 1949 taught at

Harvard University. [akobson was fascinated by Sh annon's work and applied

Shannon's method of calculating the entropy of printed English in his ana lysis

of spoken Russian. r" ]akobson saw a deep similarity between Shannon 's choice

of binary digits (bits) as min imal un its of information and his own earlier idea of

using binary oppositions as the structural basis for organizing phonemic distinc

tive features into a phonological system. In [akobson 's view, Shanno n's the ory

helped generalize [akobson's insight about the underlying binary structure of

spoken language to hum an commun ication in gene ral.92 In 1957, ]akobson

became an Institute Professor at MIT, where he help ed establish the Center for

Communications Scienc es; in 1958 he joined the edito rial board of the journal

Information and Control. St art ing from the mid-1950s, [akobson regularly visited

the Soviet Union and actively propagated the inn ovations brought into linguis

tics by information the ory.

Models of communication as exchange of information

The model of human communication as information exchange became very

popular among young linguists who challenged traditional Soviet lingu istics,

which relied on intuitive concepts and ideological declarat ions. Ironically, they

elaborated a new concept of meaning based on Shannon 's notion of informa 

tion, even though Shannon himself had int ention ally excluded any

consideration of meaning from his communication theory. Linguists Igor'

Melcuk and Alexander Zholkovsky developed a formal model of natural

language, in which they turned Shannon's defin ition of informat ion as "tha t

wh ich is inva riant under all reversible encoding or translating operations'Y'
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into a definition of meaning as "what is common in all texts that are intuitively

perceived as equi valent to th e origina l text.,,94 In a Soviet context, Shannon's

model of communicat ion crossed the boundaries between engineering and

science to serve as a basis for an alterna tive to the dominant linguist ic

discourse.

Search ing for rigorous laws in linguistics, Kolmogorov and his students

conducted a series of experiments on measuring th e entropy of printed texts,

using a modified version of Sh annon 's letter-guessing method.95 Kolmogorov

was part icularly pleased to remark (in private) th at from the viewpoin t of infor

mation theory (Soviet) newspapers were less informative th an poetry since

political discourse employed a large number of stock phr ases and was highly

pred ictable in its content.96 O n the other hand, brill iant poetry, despite the

strict limitations imposed by th e poetic form , carried more information, for orig

inal poetic expressions were much more difficult to guess.

Kolmogorov's poetic studies had a surprising outcome , leading to the elabora

tion of an original mathematical theory of complexity related to the concepts of

information and entropy. While Shannon interpreted entropy as a measure of

uncertainty, and Wiener as a measure of disorder, Kolmogorov viewed it as a

measure of complexity. Kolmogorov put forward an algorithmic approach to the

definition of information as an alterna tive to Sh annon's probabilistic approach .

In his view, the main probl em with the probabilistic approach was th at it

preclud ed the possibility of calcul ating the amount of information in the case of

a un ique message, for example, Tolstoy's novel War and Peace. "Is it possible to

incl ude thi s novel in a reasonable way into the set of 'all possible novels,"

Kolmogorov asked sarcastica lly, "and further to postu late th e existence of a

certain probability distribut ion in th is set ?,,97 He proposed to measure the

amount of informat ion in an ind ividual object with relat ion to ano the r indi

vidual objec t, based on th e not ion of "relat ive complexity," or en tropy, of th ose

objects. He defined th e relati ve complexity of an object (depending on the

"method of programm ing") as th e minimal length of a "program" th at can

produce th at object.98 "If some object has a 'simple ' structure ," he explained,

"the n for its description it suffices to have a small amount of information ; but if

it is 'complex,' then its description must contain a lot of inforrnati on .V''

Kolmogorov argued th at, within his algorithmic approach, th e complexity of

th e novel War and Peace could be "uniquely determined," given certain a priori

information about the language, style, and content of the text .100 His reformu

lation of both information th eory and probability th eory in terms of complexity

was perceived in the mathemat ics community as "almost a cultural revolution,

turning both subjects inside out, and reversing the order in which they are

normally considered."lol

Paradoxically, cybernetics, which was supposed to bring formal rigor and

exact reasoning to all disciplines, was itself conspicuously lacking a formal

defin ition. Soviet cyberne t icians often had very different not ions about the

content and boundaries of cyberne t ics. In his 1958 article in The Great Soviet
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Encyclopedia, Kolmogorov defined cybernetics as a discipline studying "the

methods of receiving, storing, processing, and using information in machines,

living organisms, and their associations."I02 In the same volume, Kolmogorov

also published an entry on information, which he introduced as the "main

concept of cybernetics."I03 Mathematician Andrei Markov, [r., ridiculed

Kolmogorov's definitions, arguing that they produced a vicious circle.

Kolmogorov responded by defining information as an "operator which changes

the distribution of probabilities in a given set of events." Markov dismissed that

definition too, mockingly describing how "a given computer would receive a

given operator, which changes the distribution of its probabilities, and store this

operator on its magnetic drum."I04 In cybernetic discourse, the word "informa

tion" had two very different meanings: in information theory, the "amount of

information" characterized the uncertainty removed by the "information

source"; in computing, on the other hand, the term "information" stood infor

mally for any kind of data processed by a computer. The mechanical unification

of information theory and computing in the Soviet Union under the rubric of

cybernetics mixed the two uses of the term "information" together and

produced the confusion pointed out by Markov. The insurmountable difficulty

of forging a common language for all members of the diverse cybernetic commu

nity to a large extent undermined the entire project for the "cvbernetization" of

science. Soviet cybernetics, which at first had emerged as an alternative to offi

cial philosophy and a movement for radical reform, eventually lost its rebellious

spirit and turned into a pliable philosophical doctrine of the "dialectical rota

tion of information and noise."IOS

Conclusion

The main difference between Soviet cybernetics and its American and French

counterparts is not to be found in the range of cybernetic applications or the

types of mathematical models used. In this sense, there was a great similarity

across the borders, due to the systematic Soviet efforts to appropriate the latest

American and Western European techniques and technologies. The main

difference lies in the political and cultural meanings attached to cybernetic

ideas.

The history of cybernetics and information theory is one of crossing cultural,

political, and disciplinary boundaries. Wiener abstracted a general scientific

theory out of technical culture, and his theory was broadly interpreted by

American political scientists, anthropologists, economists, and social scientists.

Through Wiener's supple hands, what started out as an applied method of mili

tary computing transformed into a vision of the new bio-machine age. In the

West, cybernetics contributed to the already strong contemporary traditions of

mathematical reasoning in biology, physiology, linguistics, and economics by

expanding the arsenal of mathematical and engineering tools used in those

disciplines for modeling and implementation of control and communication
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mechanisms. In the United States, Wiener's formulation of cybernetics as

civilian science of technology and society helped to legitimize ideas originally

developed and continually applied to warlike purposes. Ironically, that vision's

military roots, and many of its Cold War military applications, were at odds

with Wiener's personal pacifist stand.

Crossing international borders placed cybernetics and information theory in

completely different cultural contexts, in which the question of national origins

of scientific ideas suddenly acquired great political significance. The Soviet

ideological campaigns against Western influences condemned information

theory and cybernetics as reactionary and idealistic. The Soviet position had

great impact on French Communists and the subsequent controversy over these

theories in France. In both France and the Soviet Union, cybernetics and infor

mation theory could be adopted only after their "domestication," i.e. adaptation

to the specific cultural situations in the two countries.

In France, reactions of many scientists towards cybernetics were, from the

beginning, marked by a kind of diffuse nationalism. The French attempted to

appropriate cybernetics as their own by claiming Ampere's priority. Even if

Wiener's work had to be mentioned, it was only to add immediately that the

book was published in Paris and that Ampere had used the word 'cvbernetique'

as early as the 19th century. The communist party supported this campaign

until it reversed its position following changes coming from Moscow.

Once cybernetics was sufficiently reinterpreted, France and the Soviet

Union deployed its ideas differently. In France, from the mid-1950s onwards,

cybernetics was used to promote interdisciplinary fields in which engineers as a

group found public recognition. Soviet cybernetics, on the other hand, emerged

during the post-Stalin era as a cross-disciplinary project and a social movement

with a distinct mission - to reform Soviet science, both politically and intellec

tually - after the years of Stalinism. Western scientists viewed cybernetics as a

useful method for solving a wide range of theoretical and practical problems.

For Soviet scientists, cybernetics served a higher goal, breaking administrative

and disciplinary barriers and liberating Soviet science from ideological and

political pressures; they spoke the cybernetic language as a language of objec

tivity and truth.

Different national versions of cybernetics and information theory did not

differ much in the range of cybernetic applications or the types of mathemat

ical models used, considering the active exchange of latest techniques and

technologies among the industrialized countries. The main difference lay in

the political and cultural meanings attached to cybernetic ideas. Crossing

boundaries often provoked attempts to separate the content of information

theory and cybernetics from their initial ideological assumptions. Each time a

significant cultural/political/disciplinary boundary is crossed, old ideological

connotations are questioned and new ones attached. Trying to avoid political

complications, Soviet scientists in the early 1950s tried hard to present the

two new sciences as politically neutral, value-free technical tools for solving
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problems. Having failed to de-ideologize cybernetics and information theory,

however, the y instead re-ideologized these two sciences - but with different

ideology. A cross-cultural analysis illuminates both the ideological malleability

of cybernetics and information theory and the role of cultural context in

shaping the fate of these ideas.
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